Adapt v11 adoption gains momentum
MCI Consultants, the exclusive distributor for Bond International Software in South
Africa and the largest distributor of staffing software in South Africa, today
announced that the adoption of Adapt v11, the Web-based hosted solution of the
world’s most advanced recruiting system and one utilised by all of the world’s top ten
recruiting firms is rapidly gaining momentum in the local market.
“Already Talent Network, a national, collaborative network of specialist recruiters,
search consultants and HR service providers and Drake International have
implemented this latest version of the Adapt software,” commented Rhett Davies,
Business Partner at MCI Consultants, “and, in the case of the latter, all their branches
nationally have now been covered.”
“This latest version, which is a fully hosted solution, helps reduce costs in this very
competitive environment,” continued Davies. “This on-line version offers significant
advantages including web-site integration and back-up capabilities, as well as
embracing candidates obtained through social media sources.”
“Adapt v11, which is simple to deploy and run, is also mobile-enabled thus providing
an access capability from anywhere and at any time” concluded Davies. “Thus by
focusing time on more profitable areas, Adapt can improve the productivity of both
individuals and teams, as well as giving a fast Return on Investment with low and
predictable operating expenses.”

For further information, please contact Rhett Davies, MCI: tel 011 454-3420, fax 011
454-3417, e-mail Rhett@mci.co.za

Editors note
MCI is a dynamic business information systems consulting firm based in
Johannesburg, South Africa specialising in providing IT solutions to medium and
large companies across various industries in South Africa, Africa and abroad.
MCI offers a complete solution, which can include project management, consulting
services, installation, training and support, packaged software implementations,
hosted solutions, product development, including e-commerce and mobile solutions,
hardware supply and network and communications services.
MCI’s superior performance and reputation is attributable to its passionate, dedicated
team and dynamic skill pool of consultants.

MCI’s approach is to continuously provide solutions to meet its clients' changing
requirements. MCI prides itself in delivering excellent customer service and building
long-lasting partnerships with its clients.
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